
Marina Chronology 

Review folder RG 272 (Scoby/Willens) for topics: Marina’s credibility as a witness/ 

Marina’s lies to government/ and her relations with Martin/as Cash Cow See File: 

Marina—Critical tuff/ Drawer A***** 

Note: There is a batch of documents in many folders with top folder “Marina 

Omnibus File.” These important documents will be indexed after | have 

completed my Marina Chronology. . . . 

Everything under the double line by way of chronology comes from my Marina 

Chapter 

11/28 F BI pushed SS aside and takes over the pressure on Marina. Clearly not 

satisfied with her responses. So | need to develop the time span from 11/.22 to 

11/27 for pressure on Marina. (see note 7 for 11/28 date) 

On 11/28 with Sullivan in charge of pressure on Marina Immigration officer Fred 

Harvey from NY and Boguslav and Heitman turned up on Marina’s doorstep (see 
fn 8 The entire operation was hush-hush Note 9 Heitman was to do the “con job” 
on Marina as ordered by Sullivan . . .Note 10 Initially the area of sensitivity was 

Lee’s Mexico City trip.. .what did Marina know Note 11 That Harvey made a 

favorable impression on Marina if she was willing to cooperate with the govt. . 

.(p.6) 

See Méerina’s account of this meeting w/ Harvey See her WC session record 

in Vol. | (pp. 7-8 of my chapter) 
Ao 

VW, 2 
Hints of Marina’s lying. . . p. 8 When she told Heitman Lee was never in Mexico gt > 
Note # 14 Then her testimony before the WC that she would tell the truth YE 
INote14 .



Chapter p. 8-10 Marina helps place Lee in the frame. . . .Begins with tying Lee to 

the rifle Revisw Notes 15 & 16 on pp. 9-10 for Marina’s coached stories about Lee 

and the rifle. Point here: She was never able to satisfy the need to show how the 

alleged assassination rifle ever was transported from New Orleans to Dallas and 

the Paines’ home. WC never able to establish this. 

P. 10 Begin Marina and Walker shooting. . . | suggest here that she was the source 

tying Lee to the Walker shooting. . .Then shifts into Lee’s attempt to shoot Nixon. 

... | need some chronology here**** 

PP. 10-11 Chyter deals with Marina and her tying Lee to Walker shooting and to 

his threatened attempt on Nixon. The Nixon story is a lulu that even Hoover and 

Commission staffers would not buy into. . . .| need to figure how to fit into 

chronology of a chapter. 

P, 12 | make point that Marina’s testimony was the most damaging in placing Lee 

in the frame. . .Followed by cite of Richard Mosk of WC whose 18-page internal 

memo to Rankin pointed out all the areas of her lies and distortions. *****DO j 

have this document in the Garage files???? Check to be sure. . . .(p. 12)P. 13 Ford 

and Russell on their problems with Marina’s testimony. . . .P. 13 more confusion 

about Lee and the rifle involved in the Walkershooting. . . 

P. 14 Mosk to Rankin that investigation by him cold not turn up any place in Dallas 

where Lee went for target prwactie. The only gun dealer in Dallas who carried 

ammo that fi: K1 (alleged assassination weapon) could not identify Lee as a 

customer. 

p. 15 How the Commission relied on Frazier’s evasive testimony to tie Oswald to 

the Walker shiooting (see his WC testimony 3H391-441.. . .Be specific using this 

quote. Also set off Frazier’s WC testimony against Heilberger’s spectro analysis 

and FBI lab work on the Walker bullet. . . 

Chapter pp., ‘15-18 deals with FBI/WC concerns about Marina’s credibility vis-a-vis 

the public alluding to the Martin affair. . . .| have some on this that may be 

enough but | will have to decide later on this. The chronology here is largely 

February 1964 when Marina was WC’s first witness. . .



Chapter moves into FBI-Rankin concerns about surveillance of their star witness 

Chronology here starts in Feb-into-March 1964..... PP. 19-21 deal with the 

politics of the wire tapping and bugging of Marina’s house. . .and reasons why FBI 

When (date) FBI cut off the surveillance???? 

PP 25ff Chapter picks up on the question of motive*** 

Pp27-ff deals with Oswald Marine Corps record. . .| have more of this in BOT. | do 

not need to repeat. . Pick up on pp. 30-31 in which | treat Lee’s Thursday (11/21) 

night with Marina . Source here is Marina’s lengthy narrative about the Walker 

shooting and Lee’s last night with heOr and the kids. . . 

| will need to review Commission Exhibit 994 for stuff on Walker shooting 

and her account of Lee’s last night as a free 
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